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1 General Information 

Transportation 

It is the participants’ responsibility to arrive at Aershan (Arxan) airport (Figure 1) 

in the morning of July 28 (the officially scheduled early morning flight from Beijing 

to Aershan airport on July 28 is OK). The trip starts with assembly at the airport in the 

morning, and includes a two-night stay in Chaihe town. In the morning of the third 

day, all the participants leave Chaihe town for Qiqihar train station by bus, then travel 

to Changchun by high-speed train, and then ride on a shuttle bus to the conference 

center.  

Breakfasts, Lunches, Dinners, Drinks & Snacks 

Breakfasts will be provided by either the organizer with box meal or the hotel. 

Lunches will be arranged in reserved restaurants or be supplied as box lunches during 

the field trip. Dinners will also be arranged by organizers of the trip. Bottled mineral 

water, drinks and snacks will be supplied during breaks of the field trip. 

Weather & Clothing 

In late July, it often rains in the Aershan-Chaihe volcanic field. We recommend 

that umbrellas/raincoats are necessary items to be carried with you. Long-sleeved shirt 

is OK for sunny days but jacket is recommended for early morning, night and 

occasionally raining days. Sneakers and long pants will be OK. T-shirt and short pants 

are not recommended. Mosquito protect lotion might be needed. 

Safety, Insurance & Responsibility 

Liability insurance is the responsibility of each individual. Participants should 

have their own medical coverage. The organizing committee assumes no 

responsibility for accident, loses, damage, delays, or any modifications to the program 

arising from unforeseeable circumstances. 

Help & Emergency Contact 

Whenever helps are needed, the supervisor and guiders can be reached through the 

following ways. 

 

Dr. Qiang Liu 

Mobile: (86) 136 5110 5650 

E-mail: qiang@mail.iggcas.ac.cn 

Prof. Jingtai Han 

Mobile: (86) 136 8361 1103 

E-mail: jhan@mail.iggcas.ac.cn 

mailto:qiang@mail.iggcas.ac.cn
mailto:jhan@mail.iggcas.ac.cn
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Dr. Yongwei Zhao 

Mobile: (86) 134 2611 6187 

E-mail: zilongzhao1981@aliyun.com 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Map showing the location of the Aershan-Chaihe volcanic field/geopark and 

major travelling route of the trip. 

  

Changchun 

Beijing 
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2 Route and Timetable 

The whole pre-conference field trip to the Aershan-Chaihe volcanic field is 

planned from Aershan airport to the conference center in Changchun with a three-day 

duration of July 28-30. 

 

DAY 1 --- (July 28, 2016, Thursday) 

09:40-10:00 Assembly of all the participants at the front of Aershan airport. 

10:00-12:00 Bus travel from Aershan to Tianchi Town, then to Stop 1:  

phreatomagmatic eruption deposits—base surge deposits. 

12:00-12:30 Tianchi Service area-Stop 2: in the course of bus driving, 

enjoy the road-side view: volcanic landforms –rugged scoria lava 

landscape, “stony land forest”. 

12:30-13:00 Stop 2: swarm of tumuli. 

13:30-14:30 Lunch in Xing’an Town. 

14:30-14:40 Stop 3: “turtle rock” and pahoehoe land surface nearby  

Xing’an town by walk. 

14:40-15:30 Stop 4: Dujuan lake (lava dammed lake), hornitos. 

15:30-17:00 Stop 5: Tuofengling crater lake and welded agglomerate;  

beer/drinks break possible. 

17:20-18:00 Stop 6: Great Canyon of fragmented basalt. 

18:00-19:00 Travel from Tuofengling to Chaihe Town; road side viewing: 

columnar jointed basaltic mountain.  

19:00-19:30 Settle down in the hotel. 

19:30 Dinner time. 

DAY 2 --- (July 29, 2016, Friday) 

08:30-11:30 Stop 7: Woniupao volcanic lake; Phreatomagmatic eruption 

deposits near the lake. 

11:30-12:00 Stop 8: columnar jointed basalt exposure, “Water-Rock Fresco”. 

12:00-13:00 Back in hotel and lunch time. 

13:00-14:30 Stop 9: site visit of Heixiadong (Black Bear Den) Volcano. 

15:00-16:00 Visit of the Chaihe Volcanic Museum and tea/coffee time, then  

end-up of the day. 

17:30 Dinner time. 
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Alternative: 

08:30-13:00 Stop 10: visit of Moon Lake; on the road of bus returning to 

Chaihe for lunch, 10min will be given for watching of 

Heixiadong volcano (Stop 9) but no time for climbing. 

13:00-14:00 Lunch time. 

14:00-17:00 Stop 7: visit of phreatomagmatic eruption deposits near  

Woniupao crater lake. 

17:00-17:30 Stop 8: columnar jointed basalt exposure, “Water-Rock 

Fresco”. 

18:00 Dinner time. 

DAY 3 --- (July 30, 2016, Saturday) 

06:30-07:00 Breakfast in the hotel. 

07:00-11:00 Travel by bus from Chaihe town to Qiqihar train station. 

11:00-12:00 Buying train tickets, lunch time. 

12:47-16:00 Boarding on Train D30 (Qiqihar-Changchun). 

16:20 Boarding on the shuttle bus to the conference center. 

3 Regional Geology Outline 

The Aershan (Arxan)-Chaihe volcanic field (ACVF)，located in the middle of the 

Great Xing’an Range, is a Quaternary volcanic field in the north of the North-South 

Gravity Lineament in eastern China (Figure 2)．34 Quaternary volcanoes scatter in the 

Halaha River and Chaoer River area, forming a general NE-trending belt. Quaternary 

volcanic rocks in this area, mainly alkaline basalt, cover an area of ca. 400 km
2
. Both 

magmatic eruptions and phreatomagmatic eruptions are found in this area. The 

magmatic eruptions formed cinder cones, tephra fallout deposits, and many kinds of 

lava (e.g. aa lava, pahoehoe lava and block lava). Typical fumarolic cones and lava 

hillocks are found in the lava flows. The phreatomagmatic eruptions generated typical 

base surge deposits, which are characterized by parallel bedding and staggered 

bedding structures of the deposits.  

Based on the volcanic field characteristics, in conjunction with geological dating 

by K-Ar, the Quaternary volcanism in the region occurred in four periods: early 

Pleistocene, middle Pleistocene, Late Pleistocene and Holocene. Basalts of the Early 

Pleistocene, mostly mantled by the later volcanic rocks, are distributed in the margin 

and valleys of the volcanic field. The Middle Pleistocene, the most volcanic-active 

period in this area, witnessed the formation of more than half of Quaternary volcanoes 

and lava flow fields. Moderate volcanism occurred in the Late Pleistocene which 

produced a small amount of volcanic deposits. Volcanic activities are strengthened 
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again in the Holocene Period, characterized by strongly explosive eruptions, 

widespread lava flow with well-preserved typical lava surface structures. 

One of the most remarkable features in the ACVF is the interplay between water 

and fire, i.e. lava and superficial water. The ACVF is located in the western piedmont 

of the Great Xing’an Range. Relatively abundant rainfall and low temperature/ low 

evaporation rate facilitate the development of forest cover in this area. It is just in this 

very watery environment, volcanoes came up and created spectacular scenes. When 

ascending magma met shallow aquifers, violent explosive eruptions generated tuff 

rings and tuff cones. While the lava flow encountered a river, it reshaped the river 

channel, and some special volcanic scene occurred in the lava flows, such as 

fumarolic cones/hornitos and lava hillocks/tumuli. Additionally, volcanic activity in 

this area created many volcanogenic lakes. According to their origins, they are 

classified into four types: crater lake, maar lake, volcanic dammed lake, and collapse 

lava lake. Finally, when volcanic eruption subsided, deep water interacted with the 

underneath magma, making Aershan well-known as a warm springs geopark. In all, 

two conflicting factors, water and fire, coexisted and worked together, creating a great 

variety of unique landforms in the Aershan-Chaihe Volcanic field. 

For deeper insights into the petrogenesis and magmatic evolution of the ACVF, 

systematic studies of petrogeochemistry and isotopes for the volcanogenic rocks have 

been conducted particularly in recent years. Integrated results indicate a quite 

homogenous composition of all the Quaternary (2.0 Ma-Holocene) volcanic rocks in 

the ACVF (Figure 3) that resemble MORB source with a low degree partial melting 

(8-15%) of garnet peridotites mantle, no matter they were erupted from different 

localities/volcanoes and different ages, thus suggest a same magma source domain for 

the entire Great Xing’an Range (both west and east flanks). Also, the low SiO2 content 

(48.90–51.47wt.%) and low 
87

Sr/
86

Sr (0.7034–0.7041) and abundant xenoliths 

(olivine, garnet) suggest a rapid ascending of the magma with little crustal 

assimilation/contamination. In contrast, Late Miocene (10.5–8.0 Ma, Figure 3) 

erupted basalts tens of kilometer away from the ACVF are more andesitic, have 

higher SiO2 content (55.7–59.2wt.%) and 
87

Sr/
86

Sr (0.7053–0.7067), and rarely 

contain xenoliths, all of which imply a slower ascending of the magma and a 

contribution of crustal contamination, or a different magma source. These changes are 

possibly in response to the episodic evolution of the geodynamic forcing/ 

asthenosphere convection occurred in the west Pacific-east Eurasian plate margin 

after cessation of the Japan Sea spreading. 
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Figure 2. Volcanic geology map of the Aershan-Chaihe volcanic field and the viewing site locations of the trip. For detailed chronological data see Table 1. 

 

Moon Lake 
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Table 1. Chronological data of the Aershan-Chaihe volcanic rocks relevant to the trip. 

Sample location*   dating material   age (Ma)  method 

Wusulangzi lakeside basalt      0.45   K-Ar 

NonfreezingRiver  basalt over base surge depst  0.587  K-Ar 

NonfreezingRiver  basement basalt    6.7   K-Ar 

Yanshan    charcoal      0.002  
14

C 

Gaoshan    lava       0.126  K-Ar 

Tuofengling   volcanic rock     0.246  K-Ar 

Great Canyon   basalt      2.30   K-Ar 

Moon Lake   volcanic rock     0.743  K-Ar 

SW Woniupao lake  lava       0.162  K-Ar 

*the name of the Sampling location can be found in the geology map (Figure 2). 

 

 

Figure 3.Total alkali vs. SiO2 diagram for late Cenozoic volcanic rocks in the ACVF (solid 

circle, 2.0 Ma to the Holocene) and an adjacent volcanic area Wuchagou (open square, 

10.5 - 8.0 Ma). 
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4 Introduction to Viewing Sites 

Stop 1: Base surge deposits on the terrace of the Nonfreezing 

River near Tianchi Town 
At this stop, we will see a well exposed phreatomagmatic/ base-surge pyroclastic 

deposit. Abundant thin parallel beddings and cross-bedding layers occur in the section, 

and a dense lava layer topped these sediments (Figure 4). These deposits are 

commonly supposed to be originated from eruption of the Wusulangzi lake, a 

late-Cenozoic volcanic lake or a residue of an ancient maar, but it is still in debate 

about the location of the maar vent. The diameter of the lake is about 1400 meters. A 

series of base-surge deposits sections outcropped on the south of the Wusulangzi lake, 

but more accurately, on the river terrace of the Halaha river tributary (= Nonfreezing 

River). There is, however, no strong evidence to link these base surge deposits to the 

Wusulangzi lake. 

 

Figure 4. Phreatomagmatic deposit on the Nonfreezing river terrace near Wusulangzi lake. 

Road side viewing: aa lava flow landform with forest, “Shi Tang Lin” 

Along both sides of the road, you can see vast and spectacular landforms of scoria 

lava with rugged relief, spanning tens of kilometers in length and width and covering 

hundreds of square kilometers in area (Figure 5). The local people call it “Shi Tang 

Lin” in Chinese, which means forested stony land/sea, or forested lava platform. 

There are countless ponds and rugged scoria lava hills/edifices constituting a fantastic 

volcanic realm. The dominant opinion on the formation of this landscape is that hot 

lava flew into a wetland where numerous swamps and lakes were widely distributed 

making vigorous interactions between vaporized water and the lava, and produced 

irregular shaped scoriae. Because of the very young age of the eruption (2000 years 

ago), little soil has developed on the lava surface. Today, only larch (Larix gmelinii) 

and dwarf pine (Pinus pumila) thrive as the dominant species of the forest. Azalea 

(Rhododendron dauricum) is probably the most notable species of shrubs that blooms 

with a brilliant pink color in springtime. 
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Figure 5. Typical aa lava flow surface with mild forest, "Shi Tang Lin". 

Stop 2: Tumuli/lava hillocks 

Among the scoria lava sea/stony land forest, bunches of tumuli formed another 

wonderful scene of lava surface, and are easily accessed along a recently constructed 

tourist track. They are commonly in a round mound shape, a few meters high and 5-10 

meters in diameter (Figure 6).  

According to K. Németh et al. (in press), the presence of lava tumuli is a good 

indicator to the zone on the lava flow where the speed of the lava flow was slow 

enough to generate sufficient lava crust to solidify, and have lava flow inflation to be 

relatively steady to maintain pressure increase to lift and partially crack the 

continuously forming crust. Such situations commonly achieved when a lava flow 

exits from a narrower valley to a confined basinal region where the slow speed 

decreases by the decrease of the emplacement slope angle, or when the flow course 

has a sudden change due to some morphological obstacles. However, some research 

addressed a contribution from interactions of hot lava with ground surface water, and 

believed that tumuli tend to form in areas where the lava flow entered to a wet, 

swampy land or to a shallow lake. It is interesting to notice, as we will see, that all the 

tumuli have a circular shape at their basal margins. Therefore, any solution/hypothesis 

on the formation of these tumuli should be able to provide a dynamics of the lava flow 

that is required for the circular shape. 
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Figure 6. Tumuli/hummocky lava rises in the scoria lava forest of the ACVF. 

Stop 3: Turtleback lava/pahoehoe land surface 

“Turtle-back” lava surface structure and pahoehoe features are well-preserved and 

can be observed near the Xing’an (= Hinggan) town (Figure 7). They commonly 

appear with a smooth surface and with a diameter of 2 to 3 meters. Together with 

pahoehoe feature, these surface textures indicate a low viscosity of the lava. The 

surface may contain strips and elongated bubbles in the pahoehoe that were formed by 

stretching during the lava flowing, which can be used to identify the direction of the 

lava flow. In the smooth-surfaced lava field, there are numerous rises and pits with 

irregular shapes, suggesting the presence of some lava flowing passages/tubes 

underneath the solidified lava crust. On the vertical exposures of the lava pits, there 

are multiple layers of the lava flow, and their thickness varied from 2 to 10 m. Each of 

the lava flow unit commonly has a loose-structured surface crust and a dense lower 

part with rare gas bubbles, which again suggests low viscosity of the lava flow. 

 

 
Figure 7. Turtleback structured lava surface near the Xing’an Town. 
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Stop 4: Dujuan lake (lava dammed lake), hornitos/fumarolic cones  

On the western side of the Dujuan lake (a lava dammed lake along the Halaha river), a 

number of hornitos can be observed. They are commonly 1.5-3 m in diameter and about tens 

of centimeter to 1.5 m in height. Two major types developed in the area. One looks like a 

small volcano cone with imbricate (layered shingle/rubble) lava crusts (Figure 8, left).There 

is no obvious pahoehoe outside the hornito, suggesting that the lava melt inside the cone had 

been largely solidified before the opening of the cone by mild explosion/gas ejection, or due 

to insufficient pressure to break up the crust of the lava rise. Rather than a cone shape, 

another type looks like a mini-crater with a pahoehoe fringe ring which is also called 

fumarolic dish (Figure 8, middle, right), indicating the fluid nature of the lava spilling out the 

hornito after explosive opening at the top of the hornito.  

Lava hornitos are also lava surface forms that are associated with low viscosity 

basaltic lavas. They form through a small opening on the solidifying lava surface. Through 

these holes the magmatic pressure fluctuation in the still hot, fluid and moving lava interior 

can split melt out to the solidified lava crust, gradually forming a lava flow. As the lava 

pressure accumulated, lava spattering can take place along these cracks. The cracks can form 

due to the mechanical stress on the solid lava crust caused by the still moving interior of the 

lava. Another, a popular explanation argues, however, that the formation of hornito is 

associated with the lava flow emplacement over shallow lakes and swamps due to the sudden 

steam generation by the heated water from the ground that entrap large pressurized vapor 

bubbles.  

  

Figure 8. Hornito/fumarolic cone near Dujuan Lake. 

Stop 5: Tuofengling volcano, maar/crater lake 

The Tuofengling volcano is an elongated scoria cone. The maar/crater lake makes 

it a well-known scenic spot for the region (Figure 9). The base of the cone is made up 

of cinders and tuffs but on the top is a spatter cone composed of welded agglomerate. 

Abundant peridotite xenoliths (a few to tens cm in diameter) are exposed in the 

agglomerate, showing the fast magma ascending. The Tuofengling crater has a 

basement of 1000 m in diameter and a tephra ring wall with a maximal height of 204 

m. The tephra ring around the crater is in a horse-shoe shape with steep wall in the 

north side and an opening northwestward. The crater finally evolved into the lake, 

about 800 m long and 450 m wide. A bathymetric survey indicates that the lake water 

has a maximum depth of 34 m in the southeastern side, but most part of the lake is 

less than 20 m deep. According to a recent study, the Tuofengling volcanic rock has a 

K-Ar age 0.25 Ma (Table 1), younger than the previous claim that the crater formed 

some 300 thousand years (0.3 Ma) ago. 
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The Tuofengling volcano is a typical volcanic cone example for the ACVF. 

More than half of over ten volcanoes in the area have similar volcanic eruption 

activity to the Tuofengling, i.e. a Strombolian eruption type. One of the distinguishing 

features of this crater is the elliptical shape, implying a fissure vent of the eruption. 

 

Figure 9. Tuofengling maar/crater lake (quoted from Tian et al., 2009). 

Stop 6: Great Volcanic Canyon 

The Great (volcanic) Canyon is located on the headstream of the Chaihe river, it is 

about 11 km long and 30-130 m deep. Fragmented basalt covers entirely the valley 

slopes and the top of the terrace (Figure 10). There are a number of possibilities about 

its formation, such as local tectonic faulting, lava flow overlapping an ancient river 

channel, or collapse of lava flow tubes. Whatever were the mechanisms for the 

canyon formation, it is very interesting that large scale fragmented lava/basalt 

landforms is more common in the ACVF than in the other volcanic fields of China. 

What are the key processes involved in the well-developed fragmentation of basalts in 

the ACVF remains an open question. 

 

Figure 10. Great Volcanic Canyon in the ACVF. 
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Stop 7: Woniupao volcano, maar/crater lake, base surge deposits 

It is a late-Cenozoic volcanic lake. The pre-Quaternary volcanism made a large 

crater with a diameter about 2500 m. The latest volcanism in the Quaternary was 

dominated by phreatomagmatic eruptions in the crater lake (Figure 11). The 

base-surge deposits covered the area west of the volcano. We will see a series of 

base-surge sections with different characteristics, showing the transition from 

proximal-facies to distal-facies tuff deposits sections. Parallel-bedding, cross-bedding 

and climbing bedding are extremely abundant in these sections. Spinel-peridotite and 

garnet-peridotite xenoliths have been discovered in these pyroclastics. 

 
Figure 11. Phreatomagmatic pyroclastic deposits outcropped in the Woniupao lake area. 

Stop 8: Columnar jointed basalt on the valley cliff of the Chaoer river 

On a cliff wall of the Chaoer river valley near Chaihe Town, the Cenozoic basalt 

with well-developed columnar joints is exposed by fluvial erosion. The jagged relief 

of the exposure sculptured by the fluvial processes incorporated with the distorted 

columnar structure of the basalt coupling its mixed colors due to differential 

alterations of ferrous minerals, presents a distant artistic vision of mural painting 

(Figure 12). For this, the local people give it a nickname “Water-Rock Fresco”. 

 

Figure 12. Columnar jointed basalt in the Chaoer river valley, “Mural painting of landscape”. 
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Stop 9: Heixiadong volcano 

Heixiadong (Black Bear Den) volcano is a scoria cone located 20 km from Chaihe 

town, and is famous for its red-brown lava flows and agglomerate beds of lava spatter 

(Figure 13). Volcanic bombs and blocks are abundant in these lava flows, similar to 

welded agglomerate. During the eruption, the welded agglomerate near the crater 

moved down slope onto the melt which was still hot and ductile, and finally formed a 

clastogenic lava flow.  

 

Figure 13. Heixiadong volcano near Chaihe Town. 

Stop 10: Moon Lake, a maar/crater lake 

Lake Moon (47°30.360N, 120°51.990E, 1190 m a.s.l.), is a small closed crater 

lake (Figure 14), 40 km away from Chaihe Town. The volcanic cone was formed in 

Middle Quaternary (Table 1). The diameter of the lake is 220 m with a maximum 

water depth of 6.5m. At present, its surroundings are vegetated with dense 

conifer-deciduous broadleaf mixed forests. With these characteristics, Moon Lake 

maintained a highly quiescent environment under which a laminated sedimentary 

sequence developed with little disturbance, thus provides a high resolution record of 

climate change for the northern margin of the East Asian monsoon regime. In recent 

years, a great effort has been made on paleoclimatic reconstructions of Moon Lake for 

the later Quaternary period (see attached copy of the first page of a research paper). 

Note: Access of this site requires a long-distance and time-consuming (3 hours 

back and forth) walk with altitudinal climbing up of 272 m from the parking lot (the 

elevation of the parking lot is 961 m, and the viewing spot at 1233 m a.s.l.).This site 

visit is possibly subjected to cancel, depending on the weather, physical strength of 

the participants, etc. Instead, more viewing sites will be assigned near Chaihe Town. 

Sea alternative in the “Route and Timetable”. 
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Figure 14. Moon Lake in the Chaihe volcanic field. 
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